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Series  Introduction  

The primary objectives of the Biostatistics series are to provide useful 
reference books for researchers and scientists in academia, industry, and 
government, and to offer textbooks for undergraduate and/or graduate 
courses in the area of biostatistics. This book series will provide compre
hensive and unified presentations of statistical designs and analyses of 
important applications in biostatistics, such as those in biopharmaceuti
cals. A well-balanced summary will be given of current and recently 
developed statistical methods and interpretations for both statisticians 
and researchers/scientists with minimal statistical knowledge who are 
engaged in applied biostatistics. The series is committed to providing 
easy-to-understand state-of-the-art references and textbooks. In each 
volume, statistical concepts and methodologies will be illustrated through 
real examples. 

Meta-analysis is a commonly employed systematic reviewing strategy 
for addressing research or scientific questions in health-related research. 
It  is especially useful when results from several studies disagree with 
regard to direction of effect, or sample sizes are individually too small 
to detect an effect, or a large trial is too costly and time-consuming to 
perform. It  has been a concern whether the results from a meta-analysis 
covering a number of studies, which mayor may not be conducted under 
the same study protocol, are statistically valid. The validity of a met a
analysis depends on the selection of studies and the heterogeneity among 
studies. As a result, the United States Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) suggests that the issues of publication bias (or selection bias) and 
study-by-treatment interaction should be carefully evaluated before a 
meta-analysis is conducted for evaluation of safety and efficacy of a 
pharmaceutical compound in clinical research and development. Meta
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iv  Series  Introduction  

analyses for uncombinable studies should be avoided for good clinical 
practice. This volume not only introduces important statistical concepts, 
designs, and methodologies of meta-analysis but also provides applica
tions in clinical research through practical examples. The book will serve 
as a bridge among biostatisticians, health-related researchers/scientists, 
and regulatory agents, by providing a good understanding of key statis
tical concepts regarding design, analysis, and interpretation in health
related research, especially in medicine and health policy. 

Shein-Chung  Chow  



Preface  

Enhancements in research methodology and statistical computing, along 
with the demand for more accountable decision-making, have made the 
collection and analysis of data an integral component of every aspect of 
health (i.e., prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and policy). In  the United 
States alone, annual spending on quantitative health-related research is in 
the billions of dollars. Replication of studies is often mandated and 
necessary to ensure validity and generality of results. However, there is 
also a great need for improved methods of meta-analysis to integrate 
research findings. This book reviews current methods of meta-analysis 
and introduces cutting-edge methods that improve quantitative met a
analysis and enable better decision-making. 

This book is written for applied statisticians, students of statistics and 
biostatistics, and others who use statistical methods in their professional 
life. Our objective is to teach, so we rely heavily on examples. The authors 
present a common problem, develop a methodology to address the pro
blem, and follow up with one or more examples. The level of chapters 
ranges from elementary to advanced; however, each chapter starts from 
first principles and proceeds to state-of-the-art techniques about which 
there are many open research questions suitable for graduate projects and 
dissertations. 

Several chapters address controversies and make appropriate and prac
tical recommendations. These recommendations are derived with the 
notion that statisticians must be able to persuade non statisticians as to 
the appropriateness of their conclusions. To this end, we accent pictorial 
presentations that are backed up by mathematical analyses. 

This book is primarily a reference. However, it is ideal as a supple
mental text for master's- and Ph.D.-Ievel statistics and biostatistics 

v  



vi  Preface  

courses. An undergraduate course in statistical theory and methods will 
provide the necessary background for most of the chapters. Each chapter 
could serve as a basis for a student project in which the student can 
present the analysis, think through the pros and cons of the methods, 
investigate other evidence that bears on the medical or policy question, 
and suggest improvements or further steps that could be carried out. 

Dalene  K.  Stangl  
Donald  A.  Berry  
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1  
Meta-analysis:  Past  and  Present  
Challenges*  

Dalene  K.  Stangl  
Duke  University,  Durham,  North  Carolina  

Donald  A.  Berry  
University  of  Texas  M.D.  Anderson  Cancer  Center,  Houston,  Texas  

I.  META-ANALVSIS:  A PARADIGM  SHIFT  

Most broadly defined, meta-analysis includes any methodology for com
bining information across sources. Of most interest to statisticians are 
quantitative approaches to summarize all relevant information pertaining 
to a research question. Introductory texts on the subject include Refs 1-8. 
Each of these books focuses on methods for deriving a common estimate 
of effect. In contrast, Ref. 9 emphasizes the need to move this focus to 
one of quantifying and reporting the heterogeneity between studies. This 
message reflects the methodological development seen in the statistics 
field during the last decade. Statistical methodology for meta-analysis 
has been moving away from approaches focused only on fitting a com
mon estimate toward approaches that include estimating the extent and 
sources of heterogeneity among studies. This chapter will review this 
progression, highlight complexities encountered, summarize how the 
chapters in the present volume address heterogeneity between studies, 
and suggest future directions for methodological development. 

*This work was partially supported by grant SBR-9809267 from the National 
Science Foundation. 



2 Stangl  and  Berry  

A. 	 Progression  from  Estimation  of  Effect  to  
Estimation  of  Heterogeneity  

The earliest standardized methodologies for meta-analysis include com
bining p-values and combining effect-size estimates. Examples of the 
former methodology are summarized in Refs 4 and 10. They include 
Tippett's minimum-p  method (11) and Fisher's product of p-values 
(12). Tippett's minimum-p  test rejects the null hypothesis, that each of 
the k  individual-study effects is equal to zero, if any of the p-values is less 
than a,  where a  = I - (1 - a*)I/\  and a*  is the apriori determined sig
nificance level for the combined significance test. Fisher's product of p
values compares 

k  

-2 L  10g(Pi) 
i=1 

with the 100(1 - a*)%  critical value of the chi-squared distribution with 
2k  degrees of freedom. These methods require little input, but cannot give 
estimates of effect sizes or correct the publication biases toward statisti
cally significant effects, and suffer the problems inherent in multiple 
testing. 

While requiring more thorough journal reporting, combining esti
mates of effect size across studies overcomes some of the problems 
encountered in combining p-values. Examples of combined effect size 
(13) include combined standardized mean differences, correlations, dif
ferences between proportions, and odds ratios. These procedures are 
restricted in that they are based on large-sample theory, and while stan
dard errors and tests of homogeneity are possible, these tests have low 
power. Hence, in practice, the focus remains on the pooled estimates of 
effect rather than giving due emphasis to the degree of heterogeneity 
between studies. Reference 14 suggests that: " ... preparing and present
ing a single estimate as the distillation of all that is known has drawn the 
most criticism." This distillation is responsible for much of the misunder
standing and controversy in meta-analysis today. Some of these misun
derstandings are summarized in this volume by Simon (Chap. 12), and 
one particular controversy is addressed by Berry (Chap. 3). Berry 
describes how the single-estimate distillation has inappropriately resulted 
in discrediting of meta-analysis because of perceived disagreements 
between meta-analyses and the results of large clinical trials. He shows 
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howhow thesethese perceivedperceived disagreementsdisagreements areare errorserrors inin reasoningreasoning thatthat areare causedcaused 
byby failurefailure toto explicitlyexplicitly accountaccount forfor studystudy heterogeneity.heterogeneity. 

InIn bothboth thethe frequentistfrequentist andand BayesianBayesian paradigms,paradigms, thethe recentrecent shiftshift 
fromfrom presentingpresenting single-estimatesingle-estimate summariessummaries parallelsparallels thethe transitiontransition inin 
popularitypopularity fromfrom fixed-effectsfixed-effects modelsmodels toto random-effectsrandom-effects models.models. WhileWhile aa 
briefbrief reviewreview andand comparisoncomparison ofof thesethese modelsmodels willwill bebe presentedpresented here,here, 
nearlynearly everyevery chapterchapter inin thisthis volumevolume recognizesrecognizes andand promotespromotes thisthis shift.shift. 
FurtherFurther explanationexplanation andand applicationsapplications areare givengiven byby AbramsAbrams etet al.al. (Chap.(Chap. 
2),2), BerryBerry (Chap.(Chap. 3),3), BrophyBrophy andand JosephJoseph (Chap.(Chap. 4),4), DominiciDominici andand 
ParmigianiParmigiani (Chap.(Chap. 5),5), DuMouchelDuMouchel andand NormandNormand (Chap.(Chap. 6),6), LaroseLarose 
(Chap.(Chap. 8),8), PaulerPauler andand WakefieldWakefield (Chap.(Chap. 9),9), RahmanRahman andand WakefieldWakefield 
(Chap.(Chap. 10),10), SargentSargent etet al.al. (Chap.(Chap. 11),11), andand SmithSmith etet al.al. (Chap.(Chap. 13).13). 

1. 1.  Fixed-effects Fixed-effects  Models Models  

Fixed-effectsFixed-effects modelsmodels forfor meta-analysismeta-analysis assumeassume thatthat thethe studiesstudies beingbeing 
modeledmodeled areare homogeneous.homogeneous. ThereThere areare nono differencesdifferences inin underlyingunderlying 
studystudy populations,populations, nono differencesdifferences inin patient-selectionpatient-selection criteriacriteria thatthat mightmight 
affectaffect responseresponse toto therapy,therapy, andand thethe therapiestherapies areare appliedapplied inin thethe samesame way.way. 
Technically,Technically, patientspatients whowho areare assignedassigned thethe samesame treatmenttreatment butbut inin differentdifferent 
studiesstudies areare takentaken toto bebe exchangeableexchangeable (or(or partiallypartially exchangeableexchangeable inin thethe 
casecase ofof covariates).covariates). 

LetLet YYi i  bebe aa sufficientsufficient statisticstatistic forfor thethe effecteffect ofof interest.interest. ForFor largelarge 
individual-studyindividual-study samplesample sizes,sizes, thethe response,response, thethe individual-studyindividual-study effect,effect, isis 
approximatelyapproximately normal:normal: 

YYi i  ~~ N(fL, N(fL,  oh oh  

wherewhere Ui ai  isis thethe standardstandard deviationdeviation ofof thethe response.response. IfIf wewe assumeassume thatthat thethe 
ul al  areare known,known, thethe minimum-square-errorminimum-square-error estimateestimate ofof allall linearlinear estimatorsestimators 
forfor fL fL  isis 

I  1 
 
'" ~a2  Yi  

~ i=l I  

fL  =  I  1  

La2  
i=l I  

whichwhich hashas distributiondistribution 
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~-N(~,(t~r) 

I  
~ 1  2A

Q=L2"(Yi -fJ)  
i=l a i  

TheThe solesole sourcesource ofof variabilityvariability isis assumedassumed toto bebe thethe within-studywithin-study variation.variation. 
AA testtest forfor homogeneityhomogeneity ofof studystudy effectseffects comparescompares 

toto thethe chi-squaredchi-squared distributiondistribution withwith 1-1- 11 degreesdegrees ofof freedom.freedom. 
ReferenceReference 44 presentspresents aa thoroughthorough overviewoverview ofof fixed-effectsfixed-effects models.models. 

ReferencesReferences 99 andand 1515 provideprovide shorter,shorter, butbut moremore recentrecent overviews.overviews. ThereThere 
areare manymany articlesarticles inin thethe literatureliterature thatthat comparecompare andand contrastcontrast thethe mainmain 
methodsmethods forfor fixed-effectsfixed-effects models.models. ReferenceReference 1616 summarizessummarizes andand comparescompares 
thethe mainmain methodsmethods forfor binary-responsebinary-response fixed-effectsfixed-effects models,models, includingincluding 
thosethose ofof MantelMantel andand HaenszelHaenszel (17),(17), WoolfWoolf (18),(18), Mantel,Mantel, Haenszel,Haenszel, andand 
PetoPeto (19),(19), andand logisticlogistic regression.regression. TheThe Mantel-HaenszelMantel-Haenszel andand WoolfmethWoolfmeth
odsods useuse weightedweighted averagesaverages ofof thethe maximum-likelihoodmaximum-likelihood estimatesestimates ofof thethe 
log-oddslog-odds ratiosratios andand oddsodds ratiosratios inin eacheach study,study, respectively.respectively. TheThe MantelMantel
Haenszel-PetoHaenszel-Peto methodmethod usesuses aa scorescore andand FisherFisher informationinformation statisticsstatistics 
fromfrom thethe conditionalconditional likelihoodslikelihoods forfor study-specificstudy-specific effectseffects toto estimateestimate 
pooledpooled effects,effects, andand logisticlogistic regressionregression derivesderives maximum-likelihoodmaximum-likelihood estiesti
matesmates fromfrom aa fullfull binomialbinomial likelihood.likelihood. AnalogousAnalogous methodsmethods areare availableavailable 
forfor continuouscontinuous outcomes.outcomes. 

Fixed-effectsFixed-effects modelsmodels continuecontinue toto bebe thethe mostmost commoncommon methodmethod ofof 
meta-analysis.meta-analysis. However,However, thethe assumptionassumption ofof homogeneityhomogeneity isis usuallyusually 
unrealistic,unrealistic, givengiven variabilityvariability amongamong studiesstudies and/orand/or researchresearch andand evaluaevalua
tiontion protocols.protocols. IndeedIndeed itit isis thisthis assumptionassumption thatthat underliesunderlies thethe controversycontroversy 
betweenbetween thethe relativerelative valuevalue ofof largelarge clinicalclinical trialstrials versusversus meta-analysis,meta-analysis, 
whichwhich isis addressedaddressed byby BerryBerry (Chap.(Chap. 3).3). EquallyEqually important,important, thethe fixedfixed
effectseffects modelmodel underestimatesunderestimates variabilityvariability andand hencehence maymay leadlead toto erroneouserroneous 
conclusionsconclusions ofof statisticalstatistical significance.significance. 

2. 2.  Random-effects Random-effects  Models Models  

TheThe random-effectsrandom-effects formulationformulation avoidsavoids thethe homogeneityhomogeneity assumptionassumption byby 
modelingmodeling aa randomrandom effect,effect, eei i  forfor studystudy i. i.  EachEach eei i  isis assumedassumed toto bebe selectedselected 
fromfrom aa distributiondistribution ofof studystudy effects.effects. TheThe responseresponse atat studystudy i i  isis 

YY i i  ~~ N(eN(e , ,  ii af) er1)  
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and the individual-study effects are exchangeable with a normal distribu
tion: 

~ N(lle,  r2).8i  

Here Ile  represents the mean of the study effects, and r2 represents the 
between-study variability. If r2 is known, then Ile  is estimated by 

/ 
2L(a;  + r )-lYi 


i=l

Ile  =  ..:........:/:-----

2L(a;  + r )-1 


i=l 


Reference 20 provides methods of estimation if r2 is unknown. If there 
are study covariates, then one can model the study-specific effects as 

8i  ~ N(x; {3, r 2),  

where study-specific effects are assumed to be exchangeable for the parti
tion defined by Xi.  

In  the random-effects model, the study effects represent samples 
from a population. These models "borrow strength" across studies in 
making estimates of both study-specific effects, 8 ,  i as well as an estimate 
of the population effect, Il.  The estimate for 8i  is a weighted average of 
the study-specific effect estimate and the estimate of the population aver
age. DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6) provide formulas for these 
estimates in their appendix. References 16 and 21-24 compare fixed
effects, random-effects, empirical-Bayes, and fully Bayesian models. 

The primary difference in how we will define empirical-Bayes mod
els and fully Bayesian models lies in estimating parameters of the distri
bution of study effects. In  an empirical-Bayes model, these parameters 
are estimated from the "current" data, while in a fully Bayesian model 
another level is added, and the parameters of the distribution of study 
effects are given a prior distribution. In  the empirical-Bayes model, the 
only prior information incorporated is choice of a parametric family for 
the distribution of study effects. The relevant experimental unit is the 
study; therefore, when the number of studies is small, this estimation is 
imprecise. Also, the uncertainty embedded in estimation of these para
meters is not included in the uncertainty estimates for study effects (25). 

In  the fully Bayesian model, prior distributions are placed on the 
parameters of the distribution of the study effects, rather than estimating 
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these parameters from the "current" data. While experts and previous 
studies may provide information about these hyper-parameters, typically 
as we move upward in the hierarchy, less and less information is known 
about parameters, so priors become more diffuse. In  fully Bayesian 
models, this uncertainty is incorporated into estimates of study effects. 

Authors tend to vary in their use of the label "random-effects 
model." For example, DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6) prefer to 
reserve the label for empirical-Bayes models while other authors use 
the label to refer to both empirical-Bayes and fully Bayesian models. 

a. A Frequentist  Perspective  

Interpreting a random-effects model from a frequentist perspective is 
problematic unless there are many studies. First, relying on maximum
likelihood analysis and asymptotic theory requires large samples. Second, 
the classical test for homogeneity between studies has low statistical 
power (26). Third, negative estimates of variability are possible; see, 
e.g., Ref. 20. And fourth, a single estimate for the variability between 
studies may be unsatisfactory. 

Some researchers object to random-effects models for philosophical 
reasons. For example, in a comprehensive study of the treatment of early 
breast cancer (27), random-effects models were not used, because: 

The statistical assumptions needed for such statistical methods to be 
of direct medical evidence are unlikely to be met. In particular, the 
different trial designs that were adopted would have to have been 
randomly selected from some underlying set of possibilities that 
includes the populations about which predictions are to be made. 
This is unlikely to be the case, since trial designs are adopted for a 
variety of reasons, many of which depend in a complex way on the 
apparent results of earlier trials. Moreover, selective factors that are 
difficult to define may affect the types of patients in trials, and ther
apeutic factors that are also difficult to define may differ between 
trials, or between past trials and future medical practice. 

These authors failed to understand that using a fixed-effects model makes 
a more rigid key assumption that is even more unlikely to be met. 
Viewing the random-effects formulation from a Bayesian perspective 
avoids many of these problems. 

b.  A 8ayesian  Perspective  

From a Bayesian perspective, all parameters are random in that they have 
probability distributions. These distributions depend on all available 
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informationinformation andand notnot justjust onon thethe datadata atat hand.hand. TheThe BayesianBayesian paradigmparadigm isis 
synonymoussynonymous withwith meta-analysis.meta-analysis. ForFor both,both, thethe goalgoal isis toto incorporateincorporate allall 
informationinformation toto predictpredict withwith asas muchmuch accuracyaccuracy asas possiblepossible somesome futurefuture 
event,event, andand thethe uncertaintyuncertainty associatedassociated withwith it,it, andand toto presentpresent thisthis predicpredic
tiontion inin aa mannermanner thatthat leadsleads toto coherentcoherent decisions.decisions. 

AccordingAccording toto DV DV  Lindley,Lindley, "Meta-analysis"Meta-analysis isis aa naturalnatural forfor thethe 
BayesianBayesian ...... "(28)."(28). SupposeSuppose thatthat thethe meta-analystmeta-analyst isis interestedinterested inin 
somesome effecteffect e, e,  commoncommon toto allall studies.studies. AfterAfter updatingupdating withwith observationsobservations 
from from thethe firstfirst study,study, Xl,Xl,  thethe posteriorposterior distributiondistribution isis 

f(elxl)  (Xf(Xlle)f(e),  

wherewhere fee) fee)  isis thethe priorprior distributiondistribution ofof thethe effecteffect e, e,  andand f(Xlle) f(Xlle)  isis thethe 
likelihoodlikelihood ofof thethe datadata givengiven thethe effect.effect. NowNow thethe meta-analystmeta-analyst cancan useuse 
f(elxl) f(elxl)  asas aa priorprior forfor thethe nextnext analysis,analysis, producingproducing 

f(elxl' f(elxl'  X2) X2)  CXf(X2Ie)f(elxl) CXf(X2Ie)f(elxl)  

andand soso on.on. ThisThis updatingupdating schemescheme isis commoncommon inin allall applicationsapplications ofof 
BayesianBayesian methodsmethods andand demonstratesdemonstrates howhow allall BayesianBayesian analysisanalysis cancan bebe 
seenseen asas meta-analysis.meta-analysis. AA particularlyparticularly clearclear exampleexample ofof suchsuch updatingupdating isis 
presentedpresented byby BrophyBrophy andand JosephJoseph (Chap.(Chap. 4).4). 

TestingTesting forfor heterogeneityheterogeneity ofof effectseffects betweenbetween studiesstudies requiresrequires estiesti
matesmates ofof between-studybetween-study variability.variability. So,So, thethe greatergreater thethe numbernumber ofof studiesstudies 
includedincluded inin thethe meta-analysismeta-analysis thethe better,better, asas longlong asas thethe qualityquality ofof includedincluded 
studiesstudies isis high.high. ManyMany meta-analysesmeta-analyses includeinclude lessless thanthan aa dozendozen studies,studies, 
whichwhich meansmeans thatthat thethe estimatesestimates areare notnot veryvery precise.precise. In In  fact,fact, manymany 
authorsauthors inin thisthis volumevolume areare concernedconcerned aboutabout preciselyprecisely thisthis issue.issue. WhileWhile 
somesome BayesiansBayesians advocateadvocate thethe useuse ofof BayesBayes factorsfactors toto testtest forfor heterogeneheterogene
ity,ity, ifif thethe numbernumber ofof studiesstudies isis small,small, somesome ofof thethe samesame problemsproblems arisearise asas 
withwith frequentistfrequentist teststests ofof significance.significance. ReferenceReference 2929 usesuses BayesBayes factorsfactors toto 
testtest forfor twotwo typestypes ofof heterogeneity,heterogeneity, additiveadditive andand interactive,interactive, inin metmetaa
analysisanalysis ofof 22 xx 22 contingencycontingency tables.tables. ChaptersChapters byby PaulPaulerer andand WakefieldWakefield 
(Chap.(Chap. 9)9) andand AbramsAbrams etet al.al. (Chap.(Chap. 2)2) bothboth demonstratedemonstrate thethe useuse ofof BayesBayes 
factorsfactors toto testtest forfor heterogeneity.heterogeneity. SomeSome limitationslimitations ofof BayesBayes factorsfactors areare 
discusseddiscussed inin RefsRefs 30-30-32. 32.

UsingUsing aa fullyfully BayesianBayesian perspectiveperspective forfor meta-analysismeta-analysis hashas severalseveral 
advantages.advantages. First,First, thethe BayesianBayesian paradigmparadigm providesprovides aa methodmethod forfor synthesynthe
sizingsizing allall availableavailable informationinformation inin aa formal,formal, consistent,consistent, andand coherentcoherent 
manner.manner. Second,Second, itit explicitlyexplicitly incorporatesincorporates modelmodel andand parameterparameter unceruncer
tainty.tainty. AA thirdthird andand veryvery importantimportant aspectaspect ofof thethe BayesianBayesian approachapproach isis 
thatthat oneone cancan averageaverage overover thethe currentcurrent distributiondistribution ofof unknownunknown para-para
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metersmeters toto findfind aa predictivepredictive distributiondistribution forfor futurefuture observations.observations. ForFor aa 
futurefuture studystudy outcome,outcome, x*, x*,  thethe predictivepredictive distributiondistribution isis 

f(x*lx],  X2)  = ff(x*le)f(eIX] , x2)de.  

ThisThis predictivepredictive distributiondistribution isis aa quantityquantity ofof centralcentral interestinterest to to thethe decisiondecision 
maker.maker. 

ReferencesReferences thatthat covercover thethe topictopic ofof decisiondecision makingmaking fromfrom anan appliedapplied 
perspectiveperspective includeinclude RefsRefs 33-33-36, 36, whilewhile RefsRefs 3737 andand 3838 taketake moremore theoretheore
ticaltical perspectives.perspectives. ApplicationsApplications usingusing aa decision-theoreticdecision-theoretic perspectiveperspective 
whichwhich couldcould bebe easilyeasily extendedextended toto thethe meta-analysismeta-analysis contextcontext maymay bebe 
foundfound inin RefsRefs 39-39-44. 44. TheseThese applicationsapplications covercover thethe developmentdevelopment ofof clinicalclinical 
recommendations,recommendations, determiningdetermining thethe effectivenesseffectiveness ofof vaccines,vaccines, analyzinganalyzing 
multi-centermulti-center clinicalclinical trialtrial data,data, andand determiningdetermining whowho shouldshould remediateremediate 
contaminatedcontaminated geographicgeographic areas.areas. RahmanRahman & &  WakefieldWakefield (Chap.(Chap. 10)10) 
demonstratedemonstrate thethe valuevalue ofof predictivepredictive distributionsdistributions forfor decisiondecision makingmaking inin 
aa meta-analysismeta-analysis ofof pharmacokineticpharmacokinetic data.data. DataData fromfrom fourfour phasephase II studiesstudies 
areare combinedcombined viavia aa hierarchicalhierarchical modelmodel thatthat isis nonlinearnonlinear atat thethe firstfirst stage.stage. 
TheThe authorsauthors derivederive overalloverall andand study-specificstudy-specific predictivepredictive distributionsdistributions forfor 
drugdrug clearance,clearance, halfhalf life,life, andand volumevolume parametersparameters asas wellwell asas forfor drugdrug 
concentrationconcentration asas aa functionfunction ofof time.time. TheseThese distributionsdistributions areare usefuluseful forfor 
decisionsdecisions suchsuch asas determiningdetermining optimaloptimal dosagesdosages andand designingdesigning futurefuture stustu
dies.dies. SimonSimon (Chap.(Chap. 12)12) andand StotoStoto (Chap.(Chap. 14)14) reviewreview thethe rolerole ofof metmetaa
analysisanalysis inin medicalmedical andand health-policyhealth-policy decisiondecision makingmaking respectively,respectively, andand 
bothboth authorsauthors discussdiscuss controversiescontroversies thatthat ensue.ensue. 

BayesianBayesian methodsmethods offeroffer flexibleflexible modelingmodeling schemes.schemes. OneOne incorpoincorpo
ratesrates informationinformation containedcontained inin thethe datadata atat handhand withwith availableavailable priorprior 
information.information. TheThe posteriorposterior distributiondistribution ofof thethe variancevariance componentscomponents asas 
wellwell asas posteriorposterior andand predictivepredictive distributionsdistributions forfor study-specificstudy-specific effectseffects areare 
usedused toto investigateinvestigate heterogeneityheterogeneity inin effectseffects acrossacross studies.studies. AA typicaltypical 
BayesianBayesian hierarchicalhierarchical modelmodel forfor meta-analysismeta-analysis isis (45,(45, 21,21, 16):16): 

LevelLevel I: I:  Y; Y;  ~~ N(e;, N(e;,  0";) 0";)  

LevelLevel 11:11: e; e;  ~~ N(Il, N(Il,  r2)r2) 

LevelLevel Ill:Ill: Il Il  ~~ rr(Il),rr(Il), r2r2 ~~ rr(r2).rr(r2). 

HereHere Y; Y;  isis thethe effecteffect fromfrom thethe ithith study,study, andand 0";0"; representsrepresents thethe standardstandard 
deviationdeviation forfor thethe effect.effect. AlthoughAlthough 0";0"; isis oftenoften assumedassumed known,known, aa priorprior forfor 
thethe 0";0"; maymay bebe incorporatedincorporated asas well.well. AsAs withwith thethe empirical-Bayesempirical-Bayes modelsmodels 
thesethese modelsmodels "borrow"borrow strength"strength" acrossacross studiesstudies inin estimatingestimating bothboth study-study
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specific effects, fJ;, and the population effect, /J. The posterior mean for fJ; 
is a weighted average of the study-specific effect estimate and the poster
ior mean of the population effect. Study-specific effects are shrunk 
toward the overall population mean, /J, while more accurate estimates 
of uncertainty are derived for the study-specific effects and the popula
tion effect. Formulas for posterior means and variances are provided in 
the appendix of DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6). 

c. 	 A  Brief  Literature  Review  of  Empirical-Bayesian  and  Fully  
Bayesian  Approaches  

Early development and application of random-effect (empirical-Bayes 
and fully Bayesian) meta-analyses are included in the following publica
tions. Bayesian hierarchical models for meta-analysis were introduced in 
Ref. 46. Empirical-Bayesian approaches are used in Ref. 47 (and else
where). Reference 49 considers general parametric approaches for met a
analysis of clinical trials. Sampling-based methods to hierarchical
Bayesian models for normally distributed data are applied in Ref 21. 
Reference 49 compares Bayesian and empirical-Bayes methods for 
2 x 2 tables and demonstrates that empirical-Bayes methods underesti
mate the variance of the pooled estimate. References 3 and 50-52 intro
duced the Confidence Profile Method, a software package for carrying 
out Bayesian meta-analyses evaluating health-care interventions. 
Reference 53 developed a random-effects dose-response meta-analysis 
model incorporating correlation between observations within studies 
and including study-level covariates. Results from controlled and uncon
trolled studies using random-effects models for meta-analysis are com
bined in Ref. 54. Studies involving variation in response classification are 
examined in Ref. 55. The use of meta-analysis in pharmaceutical studies 
is investigated in Ref. 56; more specifically Ref. 57 investigates met a
analysis for dose-response models. References 22 and 24 apply Bayesian 
meta-analytic models to lung-cancer studies. 

Random-effects, asymptotic-Bayesian and exact-Bayesian methods 
are compared in Ref. 58. A meta-analysis for 2 x 2 tables for vaccine 
efficacy using empirical-Bayes methods is presented in Ref. 59. Reference 
60 estimates and adjusts for selection bias in Bayesian meta-analysis. 
Bayesian approaches to model discrimination in meta-analysis are inves
tigated in Ref. 61. Variability in the underlying population risk across 
studies in meta-analysis of clinical trials is also investigated. 

Empirical-Bayesian and fully-Bayesian approaches applicable to 
meta-analysis of time-to-event data are presented in Refs 43 and 62-69. 
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In  this volume, Sargent et al. (Chap. 11) present a meta-analysis of ran
domized trails of chemotherapy for colon cancer. Using individual 
patient survival data in a random-effects proportional-hazards model, 
Sargent et al. demonstrate the importance of carefully choosing a para
metrization. They show how subtle model changes can change results. An 
example is whether the model is parametrized so that shrinkage occurs 
within treatment groups, or in the relative treatment effect, or in both. 

11.  COMPLEXITIES  ADDRESSED  IN  THIS  VOLUME  

Difficulties in implementing either the Bayesian or classical paradigm 
include defining a method for choosing studies, incorporating inconsis
tency between study designs and outcomes, assessing and including 
measures of study quality, matching outcome scales of measurement, 
adjusting for publication bias, accommodating missing data, checking 
for model fit, incorporating study-level covariates, and finding or devel
oping appropriate software. A thorough review of recent research on 
these complexities is available in Ref. 70. Solutions or partial solutions 
to many of these complexities are presented in this volume. 

A.  Inconsistent  Outcomes  and  Result  Reporting  

Outcomes are rarely identical across studies. While endpoints may be 
named the same, different measures, different implementations, and dif
ferent populations may prevent direct comparison and pooling of data. 
Even when measures, implementation, and populations are very close, 
researchers may have chosen to present results in different ways. To 
compare two groups on a binary outcome, the researcher may choose 
measures such as differences in proportions, relative risks, odds ratios, 
risk differences, or the number needed to treat. References 71-72 provide 
detailed comparisons and discussion of the advantages and disadvantages 
of these measures, and DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6) briefly do so. 
Reference 70 provides a concise summary and discusses transforming 
between measures when results are inconsistently reported. If enough 
information is given in individual studies, transforming between any of 
these measures is possible. For example, if the odds ratio and the inci
dence of the event in the control group are reported, then the odds ratio 
can be transformed to the relative risk. The amount of additional infor
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mation reported will dictate the possible transformations. The problem of 
combining across different measures is not restricted to binary data. 
Solutions for analogous problems with continuous data are presented 
by Abrams et al. (Chap. 2) and with mixed, binary, and continuous 
data, by Dominici and Parmigiani (Chap. 5). 

Abrams et al. (Chap. 2) vary, between their studies, both the out
come measures used and the way results are reported. The six studies 
included in the meta-analysis use four different instruments to measure 
anxiety level in two groups of patients. For each group, four of the six 
studies reported anxiety levels at baseline and follow-up, while the other 
two studies reported only the mean change from baseline. The authors 
present both frequentist and Bayesian analyses that take these differences 
into account. In  the frequentist analysis, results from each study are 
transformed to standardized group differences by assuming that the 
within-subject correlation is zero for studies that do not report the cor
relation. Both fixed- and random-effects models are then fitted to these 
group differences. In  the Bayesian analysis, a three-level hierarchy is 
introduced which places a distribution not only on the standardized 
group differences and the means of these differences, but also on the 
variances of the standardized group differences, the overall pooled effect, 
and the variance in results across studies. This Bayesian model is fitted 
using a range of values for the within-subject correlation. The model is 
then extended so that the within-subject correlation is incorporated as a 
random parameter. Bayes factors are used to examine competing models 
and to average across plausible models. 

A second chapter that addresses variability in reporting of results is 
that of Dominici and Parmigiani (Chap. 5). Their focus is conducting 
meta-analyses when some outcomes are continuous and others binary. 
Using assumptions similar to those in Ref. 73, they develop a hierarch
ical-Bayesian latent-variables approach. Rather than dichotomizing con
tinuous responses, they assume an underlying latent continuous variable 
for the discrete outcomes. They apply their approach to a meta-analysis 
of efficacy of calcium-blockers for preventing migraine headaches. 

B.  Model  Uncertainty  

Like any sophisticated statistical analysis, meta-analysis is tricky. Getting 
the model correct or at least "good enough" requires careful thought and 
a delicate separation of the wheat from the chaff. In  the hierarchical 
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models promoted in much of this volume, the problem is multiplied 
because there are several levels of the model: one for within-study varia
bility, one for between-study variability, and often one for the priors on 
parameters of the between-study variability. Practical graphical techni
ques for model selection are described by DuMouchel and Normand 
(Chap. 6). For binary data, they describe plots to assess heterogeneity 
in risk differences, risk ratios, and odds ratios. This determination is 
important in choosing which parametrization to analyze. They explain 
how various plots can be used to help detect publication bias and the 
presence of study-level covariates that may be related to effect size. 
Extending Ref. 56, they discuss the use of cross-validated residuals to 
check for model fit and the presence of outliers. They suggest sensitivity 
analysis to the prior for the between-study variance component. 

Many chapters in this volume address choosing between fixed- and 
random-effects models: Abrams et al. (Chap. 2), Berry (Chap. 3), Brophy 
and Joseph (Chap. 4), DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6), Larose 
(Chap. 8), Pauler and Wakefield (Chap. 9), Rahman and Wakefield 
(Chap. 10), Sargent et al. (Chap. 11), and Smith et al. (Chap. 13). 
Most of these chapters use residual plots and/or Bayes factors to examine 
the heterogeneity between studies and to compare the fit of the fixed- and 
random-effects models. Several chapters demonstrate the difficulty of this 
task in view of the typically small number of studies included in the met a
analysis. Cautionary warnings on the use of Bayes factors are presented 
in subsection I.A.2. Sargent et al. (Chap. 11)  argue that the decision to fit 
a fixed-effects versus a random-effects model should be made prior to the 
analysis. 

c.  Assessment  and  Prior  Specifications  

For most problems, investigators will not have the luxury of postponing 
decisions until enough data are available to make the decision insensitive 
to all possible prior distributions. Decisions must be made under uncer
tainty, and effort needs to go into modeling prior information as well as 
assessing the impact of possible priors post data analysis. Eliciting a prior 
distribution is challenging in most Bayesian analyses, and meta-analysis 
is no exception. In meta-analysis, elicitation is not just about assessing 
distributions of model parameters. Choosing which studies to include, 
whether to weight studies depending upon quality of design and imple
mentation, and related decisions are part of the elicitation process. These 
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topics are covered in Ref. 2, and a brief review of elicitation of prior 
distributions will be provided here. 

Most applications using Bayesian models rely on prior distributions 
that are either estimated from data or are reference priors (eg., Jeffreys', 
constant, or unit-information). In  many problems, resorting to reference 
priors is essentially the same as doing a frequentist analysis, although the 
interpretations differ. Reference 32 presents a review of these priors and 
discusses their limitations. Graphical methods as described in Refs 74-75, 
quantile prediction of outcomes as described in Refs 76-80, and provid
ing a range of priors representing beliefs from "skeptical" to "sold" (81
82) are likely to become more popular as software is disseminated and 
made more user-friendly. Alternate methods are examining classes of 
priors (83-84) and partitioning priors into subspaces which either sup
port or do not support particular decisions (85-87). Common practice 
mandates a sensitivity analysis that checks the robustness of results to the 
prior specification. 

In  meta-analysis, one of the most important elicitations is the prior 
distribution of the between-study variability. This distribution controls 
how much shrinkage occurs across studies, and will have an impact on 
the variance of the posterior distribution of the overall population effect. 
At times, there may be little expert opinion or previous empirical evi
dence to guide the choice of this prior distribution. When the number of 
studies included in a meta-analysis is small, as is typical, this prior dis
tribution can be very influential on the conclusions. DuMouchel and 
Normand (Chap. 6) explain the impact of this prior on shrinkage, derive 
shrinkage factors, and make suggestions for this choice of prior. Paul er 
and Wakefield (Chap. 9) also address this issue and make suggestions. 

D.  Missing  Data  

Many types of missing data can occur in meta-analyses. One type is when 
entire studies are excluded, because they were not known to the met a
analysts. Publication bias refers to the possibility that the results of these 
studies may differ from those of published studies. Because publication 
bias is one of the most widely researched and most important topics of 
meta-analysis, it merits separate discussion and will be considered in a 
later section in this introductory chapter. At the study level, missing data 
may mean that the relevant summary statistics, such as effect sizes and 
standard errors, are not available for all studies being considered, that the 
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same covariate information is not available for all studies, or that differ
ent subsets of effects are available in each study. At the individual-subject 
level, all data are usually missing in meta-analysis. While rapidly improv
ing data storage and transfer may change this in the future, few met a
analyses use the individual-subject data. 

Missing data are the norm in meta-analysis. Several chapters in this 
volume address missing data of one type or another, although this may 
not be the primary focus. Standard approaches for dealing with missing 
data include complete-case analysis, use of missing-value indicator vari
ables, single-value imputation (either an unconditional mean, conditional 
mean based on other covariates, or conditional means based on other 
covariates and the outcome variable), maximum likelihood, and multiple 
imputation. Bayesian methods for missing covariates include data aug
mentation and the use of hierarchical submodels. These methods assume 
the missing data to be a random variable, with an underlying stochastic 
mechanism. When using data augmentation, one imputes missing data 
from the variable's predictive distribution. When using hierarchical sub
models, missing data are considered to be model parameters. 

Gleser and Olkin (Chap. 7) address missing-data problems that 
arise in meta-analyses when multiple interventions are being compared 
and different subsets of interventions are included in each study. In the 
context of a meta-analysis, addressing the effectiveness of three anti
hypertension therapies for preventing heart disease, they develop and 
apply an approximation method to estimate effectiveness when each 
study examines only one or two of three possible therapies. All studies 
include a control group that receives none of the three therapies. While it 
is extremely helpful that each study includes this control group, the ana
lysis must adjust for the fact that the comparisons of the therapies with 
the control are positively correlated within studies. Their approach 
approximates these correlations and uses weighted least squares to esti
mate effect sizes and simultaneous confidence intervals. They demon
strate their method both when effects are estimated as increments in 
proportions and as log-odds ratios. The former may use an arcsine 
variance-stabilizing transformation that eliminates the need for sample 
variance estimates. 
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E.  Covariates  

In  addition to combining results across studies, meta-analyses allow for 
examining the impact of covariates in a way that individual studies can
not. Differences in the dosage of intervention administered, and differ
ences in the severity of subjects' impairment are but two examples of 
covariates that may vary more across studies than within studies. In  a 
carefully conducted meta-analysis, researchers can examine the impact of 
these covariates, and the resultant knowledge is greater than the sum of 
the parts. Chapters by Brophy and Joseph (Chap. 4), Larose (Chap. 8), 
DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6), Pauler and Wakefield (Chap. 9), 
and Sargent et al. (Chap. 11) present models for incorporating study-level 
covariates and provide examples. Larose examines the impact of the 
study-level covariate-duration of estrogen exposure-on development 
of endometrial cancer. Duration of estrogen exposure is incorporated 
through a Bayesian random-effects model. The outcome variable is the 
logarithm of the relative risk of contracting cancer for estrogen users 
relative to those who have never used estrogen. Similarly, DuMouchel 
and Normand (Chap. 6) use a Bayesian hierarchical model to examine 
the impact of two study-level covariates: route of nicotine-replacement 
therapy (gum versus patch) and the intensity of support (high versus low) 
on rates of smoking cessation. They also demonstrate how standard 
errors of individual-study effects can be included as a covariate to deter
mine whether study size is correlated with outcome. This is also demon
strated by Pauler and Wakefield (Chap. 9). 

In  a similar vein, Brophy and Joseph (Chap. 4) adjust for two 
study-level covariates that threaten to bias the results of their meta-ana
lysis. These authors look at clinical trials that compare the ability of two 
thrombolytic agents to reduce mortality following acute myocardial 
infarction. The covariates were rates of revascularization (angioplasty 
and/or by-pass surgery) and method of drug administration. Because 
this meta-analysis combines only three studies, incorporating these co v
ariates in the regression manner of Larose (Chap. 8) or DuMouchel and 
Normand (Chap. 6) was not possible. Instead, the authors create prior 
distributions for the increased mortality rates due to decreased revascu
larization and less-effective administration protocols used in some stu
dies, and then they recalculate posterior distributions using these priors. 

In  yet another example, Sargent et al. (Chap. 11) incorporate two 
study-level covariates, treatment duration and drug dosage, within a 
random-effects Cox proportional-hazards regression model. They use 
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stratified Cox models within a hierarchical random-effects structure, 
grouping treatment effects by level of covariate-that is, studies with 
covariates in common were given a single prior. Results showed that 
dosage, but not duration, had an impact on parameter estimates. 

F.  Publication  Bias  

A serious threat to the validity of any meta-analysis is publication bias. 
Publication bias can occur at pre-publication (called the "file-drawer 
problem"), journal review, and/or post-publication (88). This bias arises 
when submission, review, or publication of meta-analyses is restricted to 
studies having a particular type of result. Investigators, reviewers, and 
editors often base decisions regarding submission or acceptance of manu
scripts for publication on whether the study shows a "statistically signif
icant" effect. Published studies are the most accessible. Careless met a
analysis compiles a set of biased studies, overestimates effects, and under
estimates standard errors. Unwary users of such analyses are presented 
with highly convincing arguments that can lead to inappropriate decision 
making. For example, Ref. 89 examined a particular treatment for ovar
ian cancer. This demonstrated that a meta-analysis of only the published 
trials led to a conclusion of significant improvement, while inclusion of all 
studies registered with the International Cancer Research Data Bank did 
not. The scientific literature in most fields includes documentation that 
publication bias exists. Discussions and literature reviews on publication 
bias can be found in Refs 90-91. Both cite studies in the natural sciences, 
social sciences, and medicine demonstrating the pervasiveness of this 
problem. Other references include Refs 92-96. 

Reference 97 reviews methods for identifying publication bias. It  
explains why sample sizes provide an important clue for detecting pub
lication bias, describes the "funnel graph" (5), which plots sample size 
against effect size across studies to determine the potential of publication 
bias, and presents statistical tests that help formally assess the presence of 
publication bias. Reference 98 proposes methods to quantify the funnel 
graph, structuring the association between bias and sample size through a 
model which assumes no correlation between the effects and sample size. 
Graphical methods for detecting publication bias are also reviewed by 
DuMouchel and Normand (Chap. 6). 

The impact of publication bias can be mediated in several ways. 
Meta-analyses can be restricted to sampling studies contained in certain 
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pre-defined sampling frames, such as "complete" registers. However, this 
method is restrictive, and more appropriate methods have been devel
oped. In Ref. 99, a pooled z-score from published studies is calculated. 
Then the number of zero-effect studies that would be required to deem 
this pooled z-score no longer significant is compared with an estimate of 
the number of studies that have gone unpublished. This "file-drawer" 
method is easy to implement, but missing results are centered at the 
null hypothesis of no effect, it does not adjust for degree of publication 
bias, and does not provide a corrected estimate. DuMouchel and 
Normand (Chap. 6) adjust for publication bias by incorporating standard 
errors of study-specific effects as a covariate. Their example on assessing 
the impact of nicotine-replacement therapy on smoking cessation shows 
large differences in effect estimates after adjusting for possible publica
tion bias. Pauler and Wakefield (Chap. 9) also use this approach in the 
context of a meta-analysis of 13 randomized trials comparing drugs to 
reduce hypertension. 

Early efforts to model publication bias include Refs. 100-102. 
References 100-101 examine publication bias where a study is published 
only if it yields significant results. Their methods use weight functions 
that assume observations in certain parts of a distribution are more likely 
to be observed. Reference 102 uses an approach to include specific fixed 
monotonic families of weight functions, and Ref. 103 further extends 
publication-bias models to account for heterogeneity as well as bias. 
More sophisticated work with weight functions appear in Refs 104
105. Both consider publication-bias models in which the weight function 
is estimated by maximum likelihood. Using Bayesian selection models, 
Refs 106-107 model the selection mechanisms of published results. Data 
augmentation is used to estimate and adjust for publication bias in Ref. 
60. Synthesizing and building on these works, Refs 108-109 show that 
statistical models describing publication bias can be constructed quite 
naturally using weighted distributions. This method models bias by 
adjusting the probabilities of actual event occurrence to arrive at the 
probabilities that events are observed and recorded. Reference 110 uses 
hierarchical selection models, with parametric and step weight functions, 
to address selection bias along with heterogeneity between study effects 
and sensitivity of results to any unobserved study effects. Most of these 
authors adjust for publication bias based on a single factor, such as 
significance level. Smith et al. (Chap. 13) extend the data-augmentation 
methods of Ref. 60 by developing a strategy that adjusts for significance 
level and also for the number of and outcomes of studies which may be 
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mlssmg, within strata defined by research quality. They apply their 
method to a meta-analysis of studies of cervical cancer rates associated 
with use of oral contraceptives. 

Another type of publication bias, called first-report bias, is dis
cussed by Simon (Chap. 12). Within the context of clinical trials, he 
argues that the first study should often be interpreted differently than 
confirmatory studies. He presents a rationale based on calculating the 
posterior odds of an effective treatment given the design (detectable 
treatment effect, power, and desired significance) and the prior probabil
ity that the treatment represents a medically important improvement. 

G. 	 Software  

Several computer-software packages and collections of program macros 
are available for doing meta-analysis. A comparative review of three 
packages-DSTAT, TRUE EPISTAT, and FAST*PRO-is available 
in Ref. Ill,  where a review covers data requirements, model assumptions, 
and data input/output. As noted in the article, two of the three companies 
had released new versions which addressed all criticisms made in the 
article by the time the article was published. This, along with the review 
of Sutton et al. (Chap. 15), demonstrates the speed with which met a
analysis software is becoming available and adapting to user needs. 
Sutton et al. briefly highlight others' reviews of DSTAT, TRUE 
EPISTAT, and FAST*PRO and present a thorough review of seven 
newer packages: four stand-alone packages (Review Manager, 
EasyMA, MetaGraphs, and Descartes), two collections of macros that 
run on SAS and Stata, and one general statistical package with met a
analysis options (Arcus). The authors point out the improvements and 
versatility of the available software, but also note that these resources are 
still deficient in providing model checking, incorporating publication 
bias, and performing sensitivity analysis. 

Ill. 	 OTHER  CHALLENGES  ADDRESSED  IN  THIS  
VOLUME  

Most chapters in this volume propose improving meta-analysis methods 
by increasing the level of quantitative sophistication. A chapter of a 
different sort is Stoto (Chap. 14). Based upon first-hand experience 
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with two Institute of Medicine projects, he addresses the role of quanti
fication versus professional-group judgement in meta-analysis, and pro
poses pragmatic guidelines. While not dismissing the need for improved 
methods, his development contrasts with the increasingly technical 
advancements proposed in most of the other chapters. Stoto is in accord 
with most chapters on the importance of the review of heterogeneity and 
systematic variation between studies. He also argues that (a) group jud
gements require both quantitative and qualitative aspects, but reporting 
of results within a few standard qualitative categories (e.g., no associa
tion, inadequate/insufficient, limited/suggestive, and sufficient) was most 
useful, most reliable, and does not make finer distinctions about the 
quality of evidence than the data support; (b) professional groups should 
be comprised of "non-biased experts," naive on the topic in question, 
that adopt a neutral starting point in evaluating evidence; and (c) formal 
quantitative meta-analysis approaches are often impractical because of 
the heterogeneity in studies, the difficulty in extracting data from pub
lished literature, and the focus on causation rather than statistical asso
ciation. These conclusions challenge the increasingly sophisticated 
methods proposed in most of the volume concerning the role of the 
statistician in conducting meta-analyses. 

IV.  THE  FUTURE  OF  META-ANALVSIS  

So what lies ahead? What will be the fate of quantitative methods for 
meta-analysis? The key may lie in our ability to develop and use increas
ingly sophisticated statistical models to produce more reasoned conclu
sIOns. 

Improved technologies will allow increasing sophistication. We are 
likely to see much more emphasis on analyses that make use of the 
original raw data rather than the few summary statistics that fit on jour
nal pages. Computing and communication advances will make data col
lection more complete, data transfer much simpler, and data analysis 
across studies much more sophisticated. Research will continue to 
develop methods for combining studies with different types of outcome 
and different sampling and data collection designs. We are also likely to 
see increasing use of observational data, available via international regis
tries, to supplement clinical trials. 
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The models presented in this volume will be able to capitalize on 
these improved technologies. However, hurdles remain. Three such 
hurdles are small samples, unclear definition of the unit of analysis, 
and choice of parametrization. To derive good estimates of between
study heterogeneity and to be able to check model fit, a sufficient number 
of studies must be included. If the number of studies is small-say less 
than 10-but the studies themselves are large, our estimate of variability 
may be satisfactory. But assessing model fit will still be problematic for a 
small number of large studies. We need to continue searching for ade
quate ways of checking that a sample of studies represents the population 
of studies, or for ways to adjust if it does not. 

Related to the problem of estimating variability is the unit-of-ana
lysis question: what constitutes a trial or study in a meta-analysis? The 
meta-analysis by Brophy and Joseph (Chap. 4) included three clinical 
trials each sampling more than 20,000 patients with several outcome 
events each. Within each of these trials, patients were recruited from 
many treatment centers. The authors explored the heterogeneity across 
the three clinical trials, but the heterogeneity between treatment centers 
within trials, and between clinicians within treatment centers, is not 
explored. The question of concern is: at what level of disaggregation 
can we stop worrying about heterogeneity? 

Several chapters demonstrate that the choice of parametrization 
makes a difference. This has implications for decision making. For exam
ple, in the Cox proportional-hazards models of Sargent et al. (Chap. 11), 
parametrization determined whether shrinkage occurred within each 
treatment group or in the relative treatment effect. Shrinkage of survival 
proportions within each treatment group will not give the same answer as 
shrinking the difference between these two proportions. Most authors 
chose decision models analogous to hypothesis testing, and used standard 
significance criteria. Given that the choice of parametrization can affect 
whether confidence and posterior intervals cover the region of the null 
hypothesis, it is clear that we must do a better job of educating consumers 
and decision makers about this problem and its implications. This brings 
us to the biggest challenge for the new millennium. 

Will improved but more sophisticated methods have any more 
impact than previous methods? Stoto argues that simple is better. How 
do we employ increasingly sophisticated statistical models to produce 
increasingly relevant output? We need to focus on decision making. 
For example, consider the choice between two treatments for cancer. 
Which is more useful: a predictive survival curve for each treatment or 
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a log hazards ratio? If we want to test a point null hypothesis, then the 
latter is more useful. If we want to make a decision about the relative 
utility of the two treatments, the former is more useful. The former is in 
units which the decision maker can directly and easily consider, while the 
latter is not. Using a predictive distribution, the decision maker can assess 
the various decisions under a variety of utility functions, while the units 
of a log hazards ratio may be irrelevant for making decisions. The shift 
from fixed- to random-effects models has been a desirable one. But, do 
we need to take it a step further by providing predictive distributions for 
the outcomes of interest? 
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